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2016 Flipside Presidential Roundup

In light of Dr. Dignam’s recent promotion to superintendent, it seems Deerfield will once again be in need of a
new principal next year. The Flipside
has oh so generously pledged the full
support of its staff and resources (a
few rabid animals and a broken-down
typewriter) to the search process. We
decided to begin our search for the
school’s next administrative leader in
a place where we knew we’d be sure
to find honest, accountable people:
the presidential candidate field. We
interviewed the leading Democratic
and Republican candidates to hear
what they would do if given the principal job.
Marco Rubio
“We need to dispel this rumor that the
administration doesn’t know what it’s
doing. It knows exactly what it’s doing. What would I do as principal?
Well, I have a lot of ideas. But first,
what’s really imperative is this: we
need to dispel this rumor that the
administration doesn’t know what it’s
doing....”
Hillary Clinton
“When—excuse me, I meant if—I am
chosen to be principal, my first priority is going to be transforming Deer-

field’s technology system. No more
Chromebooks, that’s for sure. In fact,
no more computers. Email is really a
thing of the past, some experts have
told me. No more email. What ever
happened to handwriting notes?
Also, school uniforms: mandatory
pantsuits. Okay, so when do I start?”

With the Primaries just around the
corner, candidates are doing everything possible to get votes.

Donald Trump
“We need to make Deerfield great
again! First off, what we need is a
wall, a big beautiful wall between
the freshmen and the other grades.
I’m sure some of the freshmen are

good people, but we’re building the
wall, the freshmen are going to pay
for it using their lunch money, and
maybe once they’re a bit older they
can come through the door we’re going to build. Also, we’re going to be
making better deals around here. No
more high prices in the caf. I’m going to have Sodexo eating out of my
hand. To any teacher that doesn’t like
the sound of this, guess what? You’re
fired.”
Bernie Sanders
“Here’s what a Bernie principalship
will look like. First, we’re going to
clear up our hallways. That means no
more backPACs swinging around, hitting people in the shoulder. Second,
we’re going to fix the rampant class
inequality in this school. Some people
have three, four even five free periods
while some people are working eight
full periods a day! Let me be clear: if
you are taking a full course load, you
should not be failing. This is why we
need a minimum grade of a B-. And
finally, we are going to do away with
the 1% (milk in the caf).”

David Davidson, a
totally real senior (I
didn’t make him up
instead of going out
and conducting a real
interview, I probably
promise) offered some
comments on how it’s
been affecting him. “I

gotta say, senioritis is
just hitting me like a
train. I remember I was
gonna play this really
cool prank. I was gonna
walk up to some freshman and point to their
shirt. And then I was
gonna say ‘Hey, you
got something on your
shirt.’ The genius of
the prank is that they
would most likely have
nothing on their shirt,
but when they looked
down, I would just
move my finger up into
their face. It was gonna
be pretty okay. But, I
mean, then I remembered Netflix, and how
much I love napping
and you know, now that

I think about it, I could
really use a nap.” At that
point, David walked
away. Attempts to ask
him further questions
were unsuccessful.

It would appear that
David’s story is not
unique to him. In researching this story, we
at the Flipside asked
some DHS security
guards to survey seniors, asking if they had
any pranks in mind,
and there was not a
single affirmative answer! (Well, there was
one, but it was from a
freshman, so we’re just
Seniors everywhere are
not gonna count it)
finding themselves losing
motivation do anything.

We also interviewed
Anita Bath, another
real senior. I assume
she said something, but
I didn’t write it down.

Political Headlines

Presidential nominee Donald
Trump files lawsuit against
America for “Not being great
anymore.” (p.3).

Presidential
nominee
Donald
Trump loses lawsuit against America for “Being the reason America is
not great anymore.” (p.4)

-Benjy Sachs

Seniors to Skip Traditional Senior Prank - Blamed on “Senioritis”
“Senioritis,”
reports
Dr. Hugh Jabutt, local
laziness expert, “is traditionally encountered
by seniors during their
second semester. The
primary symptoms include laziness, homework allergies, inability
to remember due dates,
and excessive sleeping.
The only known cure is
‘graduation.’”
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Okay, guys, I’m just
gonna be honest here.
I don’t feel like writing
anymore, so let’s just
end the article now.
- Asher Silverglade

Bernie Sanders plans to make Mexico
pay for the free higher education bill.
Donald Trump declares support for
part of this plan (p.9).

Corrections

In last issue, we reported that
doing homework was a waste
of time. According teachers,
we were wrong. While we still
don’t see their point, I guess
you should do yours.
It was revealed that the
Flipside often contains many
typos. Consider this a correction of all of them.
In last issue’s front page article
on finals, we reported that
drinking coffee only helps if
you drink it right before bed.
Further trials proved that it
does help; it helps you sleep
through your alarm the next
morning.

THE FLIPSIDE CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE: Solve the Cryptogram, and then give your copy of The Flipside to
Evan Fischoff. The first person to find him with a correctly solved puzzle will receive a disappointing surprise.

Alternate Universe Quote of the week: “Wow, electing Trump as The President of the United
States was great! I can’t wait until I lose my basic freedoms!”

REBUS PUZZLES
Jump
Bandwagon

I’m
a Limb

Can you guess the common word
or phrase portrayed below?

A Flipside Un-Original Meme

ThegotitBag

The bridge
H2O
Puzzles By Evan Fischoff

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to decode the
message or quote below. HINT: the first word ends in “U”

“LEH NUEP, T’WW DHFFEZJ JAG QGYEOZVJD, JAG ZGFHSWTOVUD, PAVJGIGZ JAG AGWW T AVIG
JE DHFFEZJ.” - QEUVWQ JZHYF
You!! Yes, You. We, at the Flipside, are looking for new writers, puzzle-makers, poll makers, and just makers in general!
If you are a maker, and you would like to get involved, please contact Evan Fischoff or Jessica Chen at 161fischoffe@
student.dist113.org or 161chenj@student.dist113.org. Thank you for reading the Flipside!

SUDOKU

Fill in the grid so each
column, row, and 3x3 box has
the numbers 1 through 9.

LEVEL: Over 9000

What Really Grinds my Gears?1By Evan Fischoff

You know what really grinds

my gears?

O- Politics becoming about insulting the
opponent instead of helping the country
O- Monoply prices in the DHS Cafe
O- 100 days
O- Not being able to use Wikipedia as a
source on my essays
O- Having three tests on 100 days
O- Donald Trump
O- Heart rate days
1- As seen on “Family Guy.”

NOTE: All names and stories are fictional, unless public figures are being
satirized. Remember, these are all jokes. We appologize for any material
that be may offending; that is not our intention.

A special thanks to Benjy Sachs and Asher Silverglade for their contributions to this issue. A thanks as well to Jessica Chen for continuing the awesome Dhsflipside.com. This edition’s editor was Evan Fischoff.

